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Abs tract: 

Sentiment Analysis also known as opinion mining refers to the use of natural language processing, text analysis and computational 

linguistics to identify and extract subjective information in source materials [2]. Sentiment Analysis (SA) is an ongoing field  of 

research in text mining field. However, there are still some challenges to overcome before sentiment analysis can become a perfect 

tool. For example, human judgment is still far more accurate as a gauge in sentiment analysis. Automated systems cannot 

differentiate sarcasm from sincere text, nor can they always correctly analyze the specific contextual meaning of a word. In 

proposed system; aim is to design a system that would effectively take into consideration certain parameters like typing speed, 

error in typing, count of backspaces and sensor detections.  By considering these parameters, everyone would be able to judge an 

individual’s temperament at that point of time. Designing a system, this can detect the current emotions of the user by his/her 

behavior with mobile. This may include analysis of his/her typing speed, typing pattern, number of mistakes done, sensors & 

related parameters. The system would be self-learn ing to increase the accuracy of the result as time progresses. The output may 

be in term of indication or graph of the sentiment. Daily Sentiment records must be stored. 
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I. INTRODUTION 

 

Sentiment analysis  or opinion mining is the computational 

study of people’s opinions, appraisals, and emotions toward 

entities, events and their attributes. In the past few years, it 

attracted a great deal of attentions from both academia and 

industry due to many challenging research problems and a 

wide range of applicat ions.  Opin ions are important because 

whenever all need to make a decision all have to hear others’ 

opinions. When an organization wanted to find opinions of the 

public about its products and services, it conducted surveys 

and focus groups [5]. However, with the explosive growth of 

the social media content on the Web in the past few years, the 

world has been transforming. People can now post reviews of 

products at merchant sites and express their views on almost 

anything in discussion forums and blogs, and at social network 

sites. Now if one wants to buy a product, one is no longer 

limited to asking one’s friends and families because there are 

many user reviews on the Web. For a company, it may no 

longer need to conduct surveys or focus groups in order to 

gather consumer opinions about its products and those of its 

competitors because there is a plenty of such informat ion 

publicly availab le. These all opin ion mining to tally  based on 

text min ing.  These text mining do not give accuracy in 

sentiments of users. So in these paper we introducing a system 

which uses text min ing as well as on the activities between the 

human and mobile, which has some advantages over existing 

system. The working of system given as follows. 

 

II.S YSTEM ARCHITECTURE:  

 

In proposed system  first collect raw data such as typing speed 

,no of backspaces i.e. no of mistakes done by user while tying 

and resurrecting it by using backspaces and type of music the 

user is listing. After collection of data, now pre-process all 

that data. In typing speed collection, consider no of keys 

pressed per minutes. Moreover, collecting data of the type of 

music i.e . observe the type of song the user playing such as 

sad, happy or other type of song the user is listing. 

 
Figure. 1: Architecture of Proposed System 

 

After collect ion of data, now putt all that huge data on large 

storage i.e. On cloud storage, it so because collect ing  above-

mentioned data in large amount and keeping such huge data 

on simple memory will not sufficient. After storing these data 

actual processing start .Now labelling the data, means extract  

the real emot ion of user e.g.  User mentioned that the flowers 

are good that means the end user is happy by having that 

flowers but he not mentioned directly; rather mentioned it by 

using their quality i.e. good. Fix the normal speed with less 

mistakes while typing and keep it for further use that called as 

threshold speed. Now comparing newly optioned speed with 

threshold and div ide emot ion as below threshold, the user is 

sad or some other negative feeling .at normal speed the user is 

normal or neutral and above the threshold, the user is over 

happy or some other positive feeling.  
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Figure.2. Internal S yst em  

 

By this way,   detecting the emotions or sentiments of user. 

After that, now prepare a graph of sentiment for every user 

and uploading that graph to cloud and display result on user’s 

devices. 

 

III. ADVANTAGES AND DIS ADVANTAGES :  

 

As in this proposed system, applied  machine-learning  

concepts that the machine will take actions on basis of history 

results and present input the sentiment detection will give 

result that is more accurate compare to other available 

applications. These types of sentiments analysis  will very 

useful in business such as knowing the quality of products, 

knowing the opinion of people on some issues such as 

terroris m, global worming etc. and all able to solve such big 

problems together. These will help full fo r company to 

advertise their product on basis of current requirement and 

emotion of user [5]. Th is proposed system will not able to detect 

sentiments on basis of abbreviations used by user such as some 

people have habit of writing short form such as  oh, ohh , lol 

these abbreviations shows emotions such as sadness, happy 

etc. However, system not able to polarize  or la- belled data 

and detect the sentiments. 

 

IV. FUTURE S COP E: 

 

Sentiment analysis is already evolving rapidly from a very  

simple (positive, negative, and neutral to more granular and 

deep under- standing.  There is also a move away from 

document/record level analysis of the text towards entity/facet 

level. In the near future, this can be use in different software’s 

for popping up some advertisements. Many such features other 

than text like Video, Audio will be use for sentiment analysis 

[6]. Even it is possible to detect sentiments using facial 

expressions in the photograph. It is also possible to use sensors 

and detect sentiments using shaking speed of devices e.g.  If 

device is mobile then all can detect sentiment on basis of how 

speedy the user shaking or moving the mobile.  If user shaking 

mobile  very fast then user is either sad or over happy [1]. 

 

V.CONCLUS ION: 

 

Thus, the proposed system will implement a system to detect the 

sentiments of the user, which are completely based on the 

activ it ies, be- tween the human and mobile , which has some 

advantages over existing system.  Also detected the sentiments 

of the user by using count of backspace, typing speed and 

music played. 
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